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Barbara Shinn-Cunningham attended Brown University as an undergraduate, receiving her B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering in 1986. She then attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) for her M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Electrical and Computer Engineering. At MIT, Barb worked with Nat Durlach, Pat Zurek, and others in the Research Lab of Electronics, studying spatial hearing. Her work focused on temporal and spatial interactions, including the precedence effect and adaptation to changes in received sounds due to factors such as reverberation, head orientation, and visual inputs. She used both psychoacoustic experiments and mathematical models to understand listeners' capabilities, including adaptation to displaced sources and receivers (heads). Barb received her Ph.D. in 1994 and became a mother shortly after graduation, having the fi rst of her two boys, Nick and Will, with her husband Rob Cunningham. Barb pursued her family life along with her wide interests while she worked part-time as a post-doc, including time at the Sensimetrics Corporation in the Boston area. She returned to academia by joining Boston University (BU) in 1997 with a primary appointment in Cognitive and Neural Systems and a joint appointment in Biomedical Engineering.
Professor Shinn-Cunningham thrived at BU, where she became full Professor of Biomedical Engineering in 2008. In 2011, she established the Center for Computational Neuroscience and Neural Technology as its Founding Director. In 2016, she established the Center for Research in Sensory Communications and Neural Technology, again as Founding Director. Her work with these research centers brought together researchers and graduate students from several academic departments. These centers stimulated interactions among a broad cross section of researchers at BU and beyond. In 2018, Professor Shinn-Cunningham left BU to join Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) as Director of its new Neuroscience Institute and was appointed Professor of Biomedical Engineering, Psychology, and Electrical and Computer Engineering.
Professor Shinn-Cunningham's research interests broadened over her career from early interest in electrical instrumentation, to hearing psychophysics, to the neurophysiological basis of hearing abilities, and to the development of an integrated understanding of the interactions of all of these aspects with the natural world of communication. Her interests have increasingly been drawn to speech communication, and to the processing of those acoustic signals that are of central importance to human culture. Professor Shinn-Cunningham uses a broad set of empirical and mathematical tools to address speech and hearing in complex situations, including listening tasks that involve multiple speech sources in complex environments with both auditory and visual inputs. She studied the dynamics of onsets and offsets of sources, effects of reverberation, and the effects of cross-sensory and a priori knowledge. Her listening tasks involve speech understanding and incorporate multiple aspects of perceptions such as attentional control and visual cues. She also broadened her work with bilateral stimulation in complex environments to include electroencephalography and brainstem potentials. She has extended her work and interests to include a broad cross-section of experimental subjects: normal-hearing listeners, listeners with multiple types of hearing losses (including "hidden hearing losses"), and listeners with more central impairments including challenges like autism and even traumatic brain injury from blast exposure. From a conceptual perspective, this work involves basic mechanisms of speech and hearing, including basic neural coding of waveforms, as well as complex processing and hypothesis testing that allows listeners to separate independent sources, even in environments with refl ections and coupled visual inputs.
In her integrative approach to understanding and separating out these multiple effects, Professor Shinn-Cunningham has a strong record of ongoing grant support from multiple agencies and organizations, already including the National Institute of Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, the National Science Foundation, the Offi ce of Naval Research, and private foundations. Her publications are numerous, over 114 articles in peer-reviewed journals, 48 papers in conference proceedings, and 10 book chapters. Her citations approach ten thousand.
Professor Shinn-Cunningham has actively served the profession through participation in several organizations. Her service to the ASA began with election to the Technical Committee on Psychological and Physiological Acoustics in 2000 and continued with multiple administrative committees. She was elected to its Executive Council (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) , and subsequently as Vice President (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) . She currently serves on the ASA Finance Committee.
Along with her array of intellectual and technical skills, Professor Shinn-Cunnigham cares deeply about her students and their development as scientists. When she was named recipient of the ASA Student Council Mentor Award, the nominators were effusive in their praise of her enthusiasm and excitement for what she, and they, were able to accomplish both professionally and personally. Working with her, one quickly realizes how much she truly loves what she does and how infectious that zest can be. Her enthusiasm for new scientifi c directions, and her ability to think about questions large and small has helped guide some of the best of the next generation of scientists.
One of the most important aspects of her work, which is very much in the spirit of the Helmholtz-Rayleigh Award, is Professor Shinn-Cunningham's efforts in organizing sessions and conferences that allow discussions by people from a diverse group of research backgrounds and interests. She not only works across a span of research areas, but she also stimulates sharing, comparisons, and collaborations among researchers in different areas. This is refl ected in the many special sessions that she has organized and often chaired, representing many environments and organizations (including ASA). This is a natural outgrowth of her grants and contributions across multiple fi elds, including psychophysical measurements and modeling, neurophysiological recordings and modeling, speech communication characterization both experimentally and conceptually, and the behavioral impact of architectural acoustics. Overall, Professor Shinn-Cunningham is a consummate collaborator. Some of these collaborations she no doubt initiated herself, but others are instances in which she was invited to participate, because of her wide experience and insight. She is a wonderful colleague for many, with diverse ideas, connections, and passions across fi elds.
In her personal activities, Barb shows a remarkable diversity. She plays the oboe and the English horn and was recently the featured soloist with the Concord Orchestra. She is also an avid fencer and enjoys traveling and the out of doors with her family. Somehow she fi ts all this into a life that is incredibly productive and that includes many people. She is a wonderful colleague for many, with diverse ideas, connections, and passions across fi elds.
It is entirely appropriate that the Acoustical Society of America presents the Helmholtz-Rayleigh Interdisciplinary Silver Medal to Barbara G. Shinn-Cunningham-a remarkable scientist who has had enormous infl uence within the psychoacoustic, physiological, and speech-communication communities as well as the wider neuroscience fi eld. 
